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Editorial Note

From waste to asset
Carbon dioxide (or CO2) is a follow gas in earth's environment and assumes an essential part in
directing the planet's surface temperature by catching warmth. Despite the fact that it frames a
significant piece of the planet's carbon cycle, CO2 is likewise known to be a powerful ozone harming
substance. Since the mechanical transformation, the degree of climatic CO2 has climbed consistently
because of human action and is accepted to be behind the current scene of an unnatural weather
change.

In the field of science, useful arrangements are presently being tried to lessen air CO2 by utilizing the
gas as asset as opposed to a side-effect. Notwithstanding, utilizing carbon dioxide as a crude material
and changing it over to valuable synthetics or powers is famously troublesome on account of
compound's atomic steadiness. This solidness presents serious difficulties to endeavors to enact or
reactivate CO2.

Productive transformation
Gnanakumar and Raveendran, who work inside the UvA's Sustainable Chemistry research need region,
have figured out how to address this initiation issue by developing an impetus that can effectively
change CO2 over to CO at moderately gentle conditions. The CO would then be able to be changed
over to various regular hydrocarbons with the utilization of existing innovation, subsequently opening
up a productive method to use CO2. 'It was an unplanned revelation', says Raveendran. 'We were

testing for an alternate item, however the impetus ended up being exceptionally particular for CO2,
better than any revealed ones'.

The new impetus is handily arranged and economical. It can change over CO2 at encompassing
pressing factor and low temperatures. Longer-term tests in a stream reactor affirmed that the impetus
stays dynamic, showing guarantee for scale-up for applications, for example, modern pipe gas change.
As indicated by the scientists, the change can be effortlessly adjusted for dealing with a lot of gases.

Capita
The work on the CO2 impetus is important for the structure of the European examination project
CAPITA (Catalytic Processes for Innovative Technology Application), co-financed by the Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research. The consortium additionally incorporates the University of CastillaLa-Mancha (Spain), the Technological Educational Institute of Sterea Ellada and the Chemical Process
Engineering Research Institute (Greece) just as three organizations: Hellenic Petroleum Renewables
(Greece), GRAPHENANO (Spain), and Delft Solid Solutions (Netherlands).
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